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Emerging and re-emerging epidemic diseases pose an ongoing threat to global health. Currently, Enterobactin
and Enterobactin derivatives have gained interest, owing to their potential application in the pharmaceutical
field. As it is known [J. Am. Chem. Soc (1979) 101, 20, 6097–6104], Enterobactin (H6EB) is an efficient iron carrier
synthesized and secreted by many microbial species. In order to facilitate the elucidation of enterobactin and its
analogues, herewe propose the creation of a H6EB standard set usingDensity Functional Theory Infrared (IR) and
NMR spectra. We used two exchange-correlation (xc) functionals (PBE including long-range corrections\\LC-
PBE\\and mPW1), 2 basis sets (QZVP and 6-31G(d)) and 2 grids (fine and ultrafine) for most of the H6EB struc-
tures dependent of dihedral angles. The results show a significant difference between the O\\H and N\\H bands,
while the C_O amide and O\\(C_O)\\IR bands are often found on top of each other. The NMRDFT calculations
show a strong dependence on the xc functional, basis set, and grid used for the H6EB structure. Calculated 1H and
13C NMR spectra enable the effect of the solvent to be understood in the context of the experimental measure-
ments. The good agreement between the experimental and the calculated spectra using LC-PBE/QZVP and ultra-
fine grid suggest the possibility of the systems reported here to be considered as a standard set. The dependence
of electrostatic potential and frontier orbitals with the catecholamide dihedral angles of H6EB is described. The
matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time of the flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) of H6EB is
also reported of manner to enrich the knowledge about its reactivity.
© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Siderophores in general, are efficient iron carriers synthesized and
secreted by microbial species [1,2]. The Siderophore Enterobactin
(H6EB) is a C3-symetric triscatechol composed of a backbone of a
trilactone ring and three catecholate units attached through amide link-
ages (Fig. 1). The catecholate units embed the guest ion in an octahedral
cavity, leaving a partially free amide group [1]. Its particular conforma-
tion allows a high iron-binding affinity and ion carrier (log Kf: 51) [1].
Catecholates are among nature's most sophisticated structures that
are found in granular cuticles of marine mussels, flavonoids, plant en-
zymes and hormone neurotransmitters. Mimicking these natural struc-
tures has led to the synthesis of advanced materials, such as catalytic
surfaces, polymeric resins, biosensors, dyes and fuel cells [3,4], as well
eno).

. This is an open access article under
as modified complex molecules with potential medical applications
like the Enterobactin [5,6].

Commonly, all Fe-siderophore complexes require an active protein
transport, FepA is a channel protein composed of an N-terminal gate
protein and a β-barrel [7]. FepA is connected to an outer membrane re-
ceptor (TonB-dependent receptor), which extends into the periplasm.
The final step requires the Fe-Enterobactin (FeH3EB) to be carried
through the periplasmic by FepB, which is connected to FepD and
FepG cytoplasmic transmembrane proteins, which deliver it through
an ATPase to FepC, which provides energy to assist with its uptake
through the inner membrane [8,9]. In 2003, R. Chakraborty et al [10] re-
ported that tricatechols are required to be recognized by FepA, making
their spectroscopic details relevant for ferric catecholamide analogs of
Enterobactin, owing to their potential applications in the pharmaceuti-
cal field [11]. Later in 2008, K.N. Raymond [12] illustrate that siderocalin
binds both bare and ferric siderophores in order to intercept the deliv-
ery of iron to the bacteria, impeding in this manner their virulence.
the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. H6Enterobactin (H6EB).

Table 1
Summary of DFT methods.

Short name xc functional Basis-set Grid Structure

PBE-1 LC-PBE QZVP Ultrafine 1
mPW91-1a mPW91 QZVP Ultrafine 1
mPW91-1b mPW91 6-31G(d) Fine 1
mPW91-1b1 mPW91 6-31G(d) Ultrafine 1
PBE-2 LC-PBE QZVP Ultrafine 2
mPW91-2a mPW91 QZVP Ultrafine 2
mPW91-2b mPW91 6-31G(d) Fine 2
mPW91-2b1 mPW91 6-31G(d) Ultrafine 2
PBE-3 LC-PBE QZVP Ultrafine 3
PBE-4 LC-PBE QZVP Ultrafine 4
PBE-5 LC-PBE QZVP Ultrafine 5
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These electrostatic interactions between the siderocalin and the
siderophore, regulates the siderophore binding strength.

The lack of a complete description of theH6EB Infrared (IR) andNMR
spectra had led to focus on the description of H6EB analogues in catechol
and amide groups [12,13]. Considering that H6EB is widely recognized
bymicroorganisms [5–11] and that its strengths as a donor have stimu-
lated extensive studies toward the synthesis of analogs such as SERSAM,
TRECAM and TBA7 [5,13], promoting the binding antibiotic molecule to
the siderophore (Trojan horse antibiotics strategies), a complete analy-
sis of the experimental IR and NMR spectra correlated by density-
functional theory (DFT) calculations will improve the understanding
of the reactivity of these systems.

To date, quantum chemical calculations have been used to correlate
the experimental UV-Visible results with structural changes in the
Enterobactin upon complexation [5,14]. While experimentally IR and
NMRspectra are themost useful and accessible spectroscopic character-
ization tools, DFT IR andNMR calculations are a powerful computational
way of exploring the relations among vibrationalmodes, chemical shifts
and molecular structures [15–18].

In this paper we explore as first step in the understanding of the sta-
bility and reactivity of iron-siderophores beyond their biological environ-
ment, the spectroscopic and electronic properties of H6EB in order to
create an IR and NMR standard set supported by DFT calculations that
lead to comprehend at molecular level the experimental spectra of
Enterobactin systems. This knowledge implies a better functionalization
of Enterobactin-like systems that could not only emulate their biological
activity, but also open the possibility of generating a family of systems
that allows the control of such reactivity.

In addition, we report the dependence of the NMR and IR spectra,
the electrostatic potential and the frontier orbitals with the amide-
catechol dihedral angles (Fig. 1, Table 2) of H6EB. The DFT results pre-
sented here, alongsidewith theMALDI-TOFMS spectra of Enterobactin,
also reported here, are an essential part of the study of functionalization
of H6EB and Fe(H3EB) by vapor phasemetalation (VPM)process. The re-
sults we have for FeH3EB will be reported elsewhere.

2. Experimental Details

2.1. Infrared Spectra

Infrared spectra were recorded on a Bruker IFS66v/S vacuum FTIR
spectrometer with a Ge/KBr beamsplitter and DTGS detector. For all
spectra, 50000, 5000 and 1000 scans recorded at a 2 cm−1 resolution
were averaged. H6EB spectraweremeasured using a KRS-5 disc. Fiftymil-
ligrams of H6EB was dispersed in 100 μl of dichloromethane, then one
drop was placed on a KRS-5 disc to dry. Solid H6EB was characterized.
All solvents were of analytical purity and were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich.

2.2. NMR Spectra

The 1D (1H, 13C) and 2D (HSQC) NMR spectrawere obtained from an
Agilent VNMRS 600 system. The spectra were recorded at 599.832 MHz
(1H). Chemical shifts were referenced to an internal TMS (δ 0 ppm, 1H),
CD3OD (δ 49.0 ppm, 13C) or DMSO-d6 (δ 39.5 ppm, 13C).

2.3. MALDI-TOF MS

The MALDI-TOF MS spectra were acquired with an Ultraflex II TOF-
TOF mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics). For the sample preparation,
0.5 ml of a saturated solution of α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid
(HCCA) in acetonewas deposited onto the sample target. A 1ml aliquot
of the sample was injected into a small drop of water previously depos-
ited onto the matrix surface.

3. Computational Methods

Quantum Chemical calculations were performed using Density
Functional Theory (DFT) with the exchange-correlation (xc) functional

Image of Fig. 1


Table 2
Dihedral angles of H6EB structures.

Arm Labels Structure-1 Structure-2 Structure-3 Structure-4 Structure-5

1 N-C4-C5-C6 −24.93° 12.26° −179.95° −173.50° 2.60°
2 N′-C4′-C5′-C6′ 19.50° 11.70° −179.91° −173.50° 2.75°
3 N″-C4″-C5″-C6″ 127.90° 28.55° −179.91° −173.50° 2.75°
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PBE including long-range corrections [19], QZVP [20,21] and 6-31G
(d) [22,23] basis sets (PBE-1 and PBE-2, respectively). and 2 different
grids (fine and ultrafine). Additional results for selected structures
using the xc functional mPW91 [19,24–26] are as well presented
(mPW91-1 and mPW91-2, respectively), Table 1 summarize the
methods, basis sets and grid used, and Table 2 and Fig. 2 show the differ-
ence between the dihedral angles from H6EB structures considered for
the calculations. All the results presented correspond to a local mini-
mum for each of the calculated structures. All theoretical results were
performed with the Gaussian 09 code [27] and we used Gauss-View to
visualize the molecular orbitals, electrostatic potentials and the vibra-
tional modes.

To obtain the frequencies of different dihedral angles values
(Arm1, Arm2 and Arm3) from H6EB structures over a time lapse, mo-
lecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the four structures of H6EB
were performed. Then, each structure was embedded, into an ex-
plicit TIP3P [28] water box. The NPT ensemble was employed with
at 300 K and 1.01 bar of pressure. The OPLS-2005 Force Field [29]
was used with Desmond software [30]. Before MD simulations,
each system was subjected to energy minimization and then, MD
simulations were carried out for 5 ns. We used a VMD software
[31] to calculate the dihedrals angles on catecholamides from H6EB
structures during MD trajectory. Plots were done with Origin 6.0
Fig. 2. Structures of H6EB considered in DFT. All these structures were optimized using the metho

Fig. 3.MALDI-TOF MS spectra
(OriginLab, Northampton, MA). All systems were simulated consid-
ering periodic boundary conditions (PBC).
4. Results and Discussion

4.1. H6EB MALDI-TOF MS Spectra Analysis

TheH6EB spectrumobtained byMALDI-TOFMS analysis is depicted in
Fig. 3. Fig. 3 displays different H6EB fragments, which show a particular
tendency toward dissociation in the amide region (\\(O_C4)\\N,
Fig. 1). This tendency could be related to the biosynthesis of H6EB,
which involves the catalysis of an amide linkage between L-serine
and 2,3-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) by bifunctional proteins [8],
making \\(O_C4)\\N\\ a reactive region; this shows the analyte
[H6EB-C7H5O3+H]+ with a 533.833 mass/charge ratio, which matches
the calculated value of 533.472m/z (see Table 3). Themost abundant iso-
tope localized at 670.118m/z corresponds to [H6EB + H]+, with a calcu-
lated value of 670.593 m/z, which is also present in the mixture along
with HCCA ([H6EB + HCCA]) at 859.160 m/z and Na ([H6EB + Na]+) at
692.098 m/z. Here, HCCA is shown at 189.577 m/z, which fits very well
with the value of 189.180m/z thatwas calculated. These resultswere cor-
roborated by maximum molecular weight based on isotopic abundance
d and basis set as in Table 1 and depicted are the optimized local minimum structures found.

of H6Enterobactin (H6EB).

Image of Fig. 2
Image of Fig. 3


Table 3
List of analyte mass/charge ratio of H6E·B and FeH3E·B. Elements with a range of atomic weights have been considered using the 2013 technical report from the IUPAC commission on
Isotopic Abundances and Atomic Weights [32]. Further structural details can be seen in Fig. S1 of the supplementary information for this paper.

Species Calculated minimum
molecular wt

Calculated maximum
molecular wt

Experimental m/z +
charge ratio

Max
deviation

Sample

[HCCA] 189.154 189.180 189.577 0.423 H6E.B
[H6E·B] 669.504 669.585 670.118 0.614
[H6E·B + H]+ 670.513 670.593 670.118 −0.394
[H6E·B–C7H5O3 + H]+a,b 533.409 533.472 533.833 0424
[H6E·B + Na]+ 692.494 692.575 692.098 −0.396
[H6E·B + HCCA] 858.659 858.765 859.160 0.501

a Symbol (−) corresponds to removed fragment.
b C7H5O3 corresponds to catechol + carbonyl.
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and atomic weights from the IUPAC 2013 technical report [32], as shown
in Table 3.

4.2. H6EB NMR Spectra

Fig. 4a shows the 1H, 13C 2D-HSQC NMR spectra of H6EB (dissolved
in DMSO-d6). The 13C NMR spectrum shows 10 different signals (see
Table 4). The 1HNMR spectrum shows twoOH singlets, oneNH doublet,
three double doublets for the aromatic protons, two double doublets
for the geminal diastereotopic protons H-3A and H-3B and a multiplet
for H-2 (see Table 4). The 1H and 13C chemical shift values are similar
to those reported by M. Llinás et al. [33] in DMSO-d6. Two basis
sets (6-31G(d) and QZVP) were used to evaluate the accuracy of the
xc-functionals, PBE and mPW91, for these systems using two different
grids. The difference between fine and ultrafine grid results, the last
computational more expensive, were not as dramatic as the change on
the basis set. The results on 13C, 1H NMR chemical shifts and IR spectra
of H6EB presented to consider the different dihedral angles, hereafter
mentioned as structure-1, structure-2, structure-3, structure-4 and
structure-5 (see Table 2). Fig. 4b shows the most suitable combination
method/basis set (PBE-1/QZVP) for 13C, 1H 2D NMR spectra, revealing
the similitude with experimental result depicted for 13C2,3,8,9,10, and
1H2,3A,3B,8,9,10 in 2D. The same tendency is displayed for calculated
13C1–10 and 1H2,3A,3B,8,9,10,6OH,7OH, NH with experimental 13C, 1H
NMR spectra in Fig. 5a, b for PBE-1 instead of other methods, see details
in Tables 4 and 5. The shift in the calculated δ value is associated to the
H6EB dynamic, which is influenced by the conditions of the calculation
(e.g., gas phase and temperature) and the polarizability of the solvent
used [34].

The linear correlation between experimental and calculated 13C and
1H δ-shifts allows assessing the suitability of the applied calculations
methods. In this manner, it is possible to evaluate the effect of the
Fig. 4. H6EB 13C-1H 2D–NMR spectra: (a) Experimental 13C-1H 2D–HS
three variables (xc-functional, basis set, and grid, see Table 1) for the
calculated H6EB-structures over the 1HDMSO-d6 and 13CDMSO-d6
experimental results (see Tables 5, 6 and 7); so, we consider: (1) xc
functional (LC-PBE and mPW91) using the same grid and basis set,
(2) large and small basis set (QZVP and 6-31G(d)) using the same grid
and (3) the grid (fine and ultrafine) of two H6EB structures, Fig. 6 sum-
marize R2 results of whole methods reported in here.

For the H6EB structure-1; (1) The effect of xc-functional is observed
in changes of the 13C signals for the atoms 2, 3, 8, 9 and 10 in the δ-shift
region (sensible to the chemical modification), this shows a similar lin-
ear correlation for PBE-1 (LC-PBE/QZVP, see Tables 1 and 8) with
mPW91-1a. PBE-1 has a slope and correlation factor (R2) of 0.813 and
0.997, respectively, and a standard deviation (SD) of 2.04 δ (see
Fig. 7a) and mPW91-1a of 0.926 and 0.998 using both ultrafine grid
and QZVP (see Tables 5 and 8), however when all 13C δ is considered
to calculate the linear correlation, mPW91-1a shows better results
than PBE-1 (see Fig. 6). Nonetheless PBE-1 has better agreements for
both short and large 1H δ-shifts regions, making of LC-PBE xc functional
the better functional to evaluate 13C and 1H δ-shifts of H6EB. (2) The
basis-set effect, QZVP and 6-31G(d), over 13C and 1H δ is assessed
using ultrafine grid (mPW91-1a and mPW91-1b1, respectively). Thus,
the linear correlation results of QZVP (see Table 8 and 9 and Fig. 6)
shows better results than 6-31G(d) in both 13C and 1H δ-shifts at the
large region (see Tables 8 and 9), but not for the 13C and 1H-shifts in
the short region showing a relative better agreement when 6-31G
(d) is considered, in spite of this and considering that the differences be-
tween QZVP and 6-31G(d) are minimal in this region, it makes QZVP an
appropriated basis set for the 13C and 1H δ-shift calculation. (3) The grid
effect is also appraised, result for the fine grid frommPW91-1b and ul-
trafine grid from mPW91-1b1 shows similar values in all 13C and 1H δ
regions, making of the use of ultrafine grid unnecessary to calculate
the 13C and 1H δ of H6EB structure-1.
QC NMR spectra and (b) calculated NMR spectra by DFT (PBE-1).

Image of Fig. 4


Table 4
Experimental 13C and 1H chemical shifts (ppm) of H6EB structure-1.

Labels 13Ca 1H m
(J [Hz])

13Ca 1H m
(J [Hz])

Solvent: CD3OD Solvent: DMSO-d6

1 n.d. – 169.4 –
2 53.7 5.04 m 51.2 4.90 ddd (9.1/7.0/4.4)
3 65.8 4.69 dd (11.5/3.1)

4.61 dd (11.5/5.8)
63.3 4.64 dd (11.0/9.1)

4.39 dd (11.0/4.4)
4 170.7 – 168.8 –
5 116.8 – 115.2 –
6 149.7 – 148.6 –
7 147.2 – 146.1 –
8 119.8 6.94 dd (7.9/1.4) 119.2 6.96 dd (7.9/1.3)
9 119.6 6.69 dd (8.2/7.9) 118.4 6.74 dd (8.3/7.9)
10 119.7 7.24 dd (8.2/1.4) 118.2 7.34 dd (8.3/1.3)
NH – (exchanged) – 9.09 d (7.0)
6-OH – (exchanged) – 11.61 s
7-OH – (exchanged) – 9.40 s

a Chemical shifts of HSQC and/or HMBC correlation peaks; n.d. = not detected

Table 5
Calculated 13C and 1H chemical shifts (ppm) of H6EB structure-1.

Name PBE-1 mPW91-1a mPW91-1b mPW91-1b1

Labels 1H δ 13C δ 1H δ 13C δ 1H δ 13C δ 1H δ 13C δ

1 178.65 172.73 149.41 149.42
2 5.33 45.55 5.48 53.65 4.41 41.59 4.40 41.59
3A 6.14 55.18 5.80 63.41 4.95 51.09 4.95 51.11
3B 4.64 55.18 4.24 63.41 3.61 51.09 3.61 51.11
4 177.00 170.10 146.48 146.51
5 125.03 120.60 101.87 101.89
6 143.40 150.90 128.18 128.20
7 149.32 14808 125.19 125.16
8 8.04 125.07 7.70 126.31 6.81 106.86 6.81 106.89
9 7.77 126.47 7.37 122.80 6.54 103.69 6.54 103.67
10 8.48 126.79 8.00 125.61 7.03 106.35 7.03 106.33
6-OH 11.19 10.97 8.46 8.48
7-OH 9.32 7.31 5.93 5.93
N-H 8.35 7.51 5.83 5.83
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In general, comparing PBE-1 with all mPW91-1, we can emphasize
that; the major difference arouses in 1H δ region, indeed PBE-1 follow
the same tendency that its experimental counterpart (with the excep-
tion of 3A δ-shifts), in comparison to the shifts for each mPW91 of N-
H, 6-OH and 7-OH. The 1H shifts for 2, 3B, 8, 9 and 10 δ regions have a
better linear correlation when H-3A is not considered in the graphic,
showing a slope and correlation factor (R2) of 0.761 and 0.999, respec-
tively, and an SD of 0.028 (see Fig. 7b and Table 9) than all mPW91-1 re-
sults (see Table 9).When the 1H shift for H-3A is considered in the chart
formulation, these values change to 0.803, 0.928 and0.398, respectively.

The effects of xc-functional, basis set and grid of the calculated 1H
and 13C chemical shifts for the H6EB structure-2 evaluated and com-
pared with experimental results (shown in Table 6), are also assessed
in three steps; (1) The effect of xc-functional is evident, PBE-2 shows
a better agreement in the short 13C δ region and the large 1H δ than
the results for mPW91-2a, the comparison is different for the
structure-1 (see Figs. 2 and 6, and Tables 8 and 9), thereforewe can con-
clude that the chemical shifts of the H6EB structures considered depend
on the xc-functional used and the dihedral angles. (2) The change of
large and small basis-set; QZVP and 6-31G(d), is also valuated in the
structure-2 by mPW91-2a and mPW91-2b1 (see Fig. 6). The results
showed in Tables 8 and 9 and Fig. 6 show that QZVP exhibit better re-
sults in short and large 13C region and large 1H δ region than 6-31G
(d), which shows better result only in the short 1H δ region, reinforcing
that the use of large basis-set “QZVP” is appropriated to calculate 1H and
Fig. 5. Experimental (black) and PBE-1 (
13C chemical shifts like we said above. (3) Like the structure-1, the grid
effect on structure-2 is trivial and shows in both cases, mPW91-2b and
mPW91-2b1, similar results (see Fig. 6).

Neither the use of fine or ultrafine grid or 6-31G(d) basis-set for
mPW91-2 improve the assess obtained for PBE-2. Thus, in our case the
xc LC-PBE functional in combinationwith theQZVP basis set using anul-
trafine grid offer a better agreement than the other DFT methods tried.
About the structures considered in the calculation, H6EB structure-1 fit
better than structure-2 when LC-PBE/QZVP DFT method with ultrafine
grid is used aswell as for all the performance of xc-mPW1PW91, show-
ing clearly the dependence of the calculation method with the dihedral
angles considered in H6EB structure.

Similar occurs for all the xc- mPW1PW91 results, showing clearly
the dependence of the calculation method with the initial dihedral
angle considered for theH6EB structures considered. The effect of the di-
hedral angles selected for differentH6EB structures is also evaluated, the
results showed by the comparison between PBE-1, PBE-2, PBE-3, PBE-4
and PBE-5 in Tables 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 and Fig. 6 permits to infer that given
the diversity found, PBE-1 (arm-1, arm-2 and arm-3∠ N-C4-C5-C6; −
24.93°, 19.50° and 127.90°) shows better results than those structures
with a homogeneous dihedral angle. Nonetheless, considering that
H6EBmight suffer at higher temperatures a dynamical change of the di-
hedral angles considered, in both solution and gas, the right assessment
of the suitability of the applied calculation methods is by use of the
red) scheme of 13C (a) and 1H (b).

Image of Fig. 5


Table 6
Calculated 13C and 1H chemical shifts (ppm) for H6EB structure-2 and 3.

Name PBE-2 mPW91–2a mPW91–2b mPW91–2b1 PBE-3

Labels 1H δ 13C δ 1H δ 13C δ 1H δ 13C δ 1H δ 13C δ 1H δ 13C δ

1 193.66 171.82 148.89 148.86 188.97
2 5.37 56.27 5.52 53.31 4.48 41.96 4.49 41.93 4.85 57.30
3A 5.95 68.47 5.99 64.09 5.07 51.25 5.06 51.33 5.90 66.62
3B 4.30 68.47 4.02 64.09 3.47 51.25 3.46 51.33 5.28 66.62
4 184.25 167.08 144.22 144.20 192.04
5 138.63 123.65 103.71 103.71 123.79
6 158.51 150.96 128.54 128.54 169.55
7 155.74 144.44 121.63 121.64 160.63
8 7.41 139.47 7.65 125.96 6.61 106.26 6.61 106.30 6.60 132.48
9 7.37 137.34 7.48 121.67 6.56 102.90 6.56 102.90 5.95 132.55
10 8.78 146.35 8.58 131.41 7.56 112.36 7.57 112.37 6.65 132.14
6-OH 6.90 7.47 6.14 6.15 7.55
7-OH 8.15 6.08 4.55 4.55 12.77
N-H 9.37 8.47 6.71 6.70 7.55

Fig. 6. R2 of DFT methods of 1H (a)and 13C δ (b).
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average of each structure here described and compared itwith the other
calculationmethods, mpw91/QZVP andmpw91/6-31G(d), like showed
in Tables 5, 6 and 7. It clearly shows that PBE/QZVP depicts a better DFT-
method than mpw91/QZVP and mpw91/6-31G(d) as it is shown in
Tables 8 and 9. Here, all chemical shifts calculated show a shift with re-
spect to the experimental values; this behavior is expected, given the
reasons described previously for the DFT methods used. Graphics of
R2, Slope and S.D. for large (a) and short (b) range of 1H and 13C δ
using the different methods are provided in Figs. S2 and S3 of the SI.

The relationship between electrostatic potential (in range + 6.042E
−2 and−6.042E−2 eV) and dihedral angles can be viewed in Fig. 8 for
structure-1(a), structure-2 (b), structure-3 (c), structure-4 (d) and
structure-5 (e), where spherical protrusions are generally individual
atoms. Areas of low or partially low potential, red and yellow, are char-
acterized by an abundance of electrons and are prone to react with pos-
itive or partially positive systems (positive part of a polar system). Areas
of high potential, blue, tend to react with negative or partially negative
systems (negative part of a polar system), they are characterized by a
relative absence of electrons, being green regions neutral and therefore
inactive or not susceptible to reactions. Oxygen has a higher electroneg-
ativity value than N. Oxygen atoms would consequently have a higher
electron density around them than N, C and H atoms (H b C b N b O).
Thus, the spherical region that corresponds to an oxygen atom has a
red portion of it. Now note that there are three types of oxygen atoms
in H6EB; hydroxyls in catechol (yellow-red regions), carbonyl in
amide (red-yellow regions) and ester groups in trilactone ring (red
Table 7
Calculated 13C and 1H chemical shifts (ppm) of H6EB structure-4 and 5. An average of PBE/
QZVP, mPW91/QZVP and mPW91/6-31G DFT-methods is as well provided.

Name PBE-4 PBE-5 PBE
(average)

mPW91-a1
(average)

mPW91-b1
(average)

Labels 1H δ 13C δ 1H δ 13C δ 1H δ 13C δ 1H δ 13C δ 1H δ 13C δ

1 173.55 176.32 182.19 172.27 149.14
2 3.98 36.82 4.05 37.71 4.72 46.73 5.50 53.48 4.45 41.76
3A 5.01 47.87 5.11 49.21 5.62 57.47 5.89 63.75 5.01 51.22
3B 3.25 47.87 3.52 49.21 4.20 57.35 4.13 63.75 3.54 51.22
4 174.24 165.21 178.55 168.59 145.36
5 103.38 113.50 120.86 122.13 102.80
6 144.67 138.77 150.98 150.93 128.37
7 141.69 134.62 148.40 146.26 123.40
8 6.99 117.74 5.86 111.22 6.98 125.20 7.68 126.14 6.71 106.59
9 6.10 118.34 6.48 116.21 6.73 126.18 7.43 122.23 6.55 103.28
10 5.18 110.97 8.17 124.70 7.45 128.19 8.29 128.51 7.30 109.35
6-OH 11.77 4.92 8.47 9.22 7.31
7-OH 5.76 2.48 7.70 6.70 5.24
N-H 5.94 9.28 8.10 7.99 6.26
regions). The blue tainted sphere at the bottom corresponds to the loca-
tion of theH atom and green to C atoms. The effect of dihedral angles on
the reactive regions is evident, being the lowest potential region (prone
to react with positive systems); amide group for the structure-1
(Fig. 8a), amide and ester groups for the structure 2 (Fig. 8b), hydroxyls
for structure 3 (Fig. 8c), ester for the structure-4 (Fig. 8d), and amide
and ester groups for the structure-5 (Fig. 8e), like specifies in Fig. 8f in
range −6.0E−2 and −6.042E−2 eV and reveals the most reactive re-
gion prone to react with positive region (red).The electrostatic potential
of some catecholamide arms of structure-1, structure-2 and structure-5
show similar distribution that catecholamide arm in tren(CAM)3, tren
(CAM)21,2(HOPO) and other synthetic analogues of H6EB reported by
K. N. Raymond in 2008 [12]. Nevertheless, our study reveals a strong de-
pendency of H6EB properties with dihedral angles of catecholamide
arms, specifically the electrostatic potential which disclose the inhomo-
geneous distribution of reactive sites in C3-symetric triscatecholamide,
which affect their spectroscopic and donor-acceptor properties as is
depicted in Fig. S8, in the analysis of frontier molecular orbitals of
H6EB structures.

Thus, instead K. N. Raymond in 2008 [12] study, in this contribution
the steric effect is shown between the arms of catecholamide and these
with the trilactone backbone by the evaluation of electrostatic potential
and frontier orbital. This suggests that these reactive regions, where the
delocalization of electrons (amide, esters and catechol groups) is pre-
dominant, are like a protein recognition code, giving rise to cellular
memory. However, this is beyond the scope of this article.

H6EB properties depend on the polarizability of the molecule; dy-
namic response of dipole moment of a bound system to external fields.
In this context, we use MD simulations to evaluate the behavior of the
dihedral angles of the solvated H6EB molecule in a time lapse. For this,
we consider four structures (structures 2, 3, 4 and 5). Although these
structures correspond to the same molecule, each molecule contains
different values of the dihedral angles on catecholamide. In this way,

Image of Fig. 6


Table 8
Calculated and experimental 13C δ linear correlation results (statistical data).

Name 13C1–10
13C2,3,8,9,10

Linear correlation R2 S.D. Linear correlation R2 S.D.

PBE-1 y = 0.890x + 10.323 0.984 5.35 y = 0.813x + 16.204 0.997 2.04
mPW91-1a y = 0.993x − 2.656 0.996 2.58 y = 0.926x + 2.970 0.998 1.77
mPW91.b y = 1.108x + 4.298 0.996 2.70 y = 1.036x + 9.190 0.998 1.59
mPW91-1b1 y = 1.108x + 4.300 0.996 2.70 y = 1.036x + 9.173 0.998 1.59
PBE-2 y = 0.889x − 0.690 0.972 7.03 y = 0.777x + 8.928 0.993 3.38
mPW91-2a y = 1.006x − 4.287 0.986 4.93 y = 0.901x + 4.583 0.990 3.85
mPW91-2b y = 1.109x + 4.294 0.987 5.18 y = 1.005x + 10.700 0.988 4.27
mPW91-2b1 y = 1.120x + 2.909 0.985 5.18 y = 1.005x + 10.682 0.988 4.26
PBE-3 y = 0.869x + 4072 0.997 2.31 y = 0.874x + 2.955 0.998 1.66
PBE-4 y = 0.858x + 21.58 0.994 3.31 y = 0.835x + 21.95 0.995 2.81
PBE-5 y = 0.890x + 17.93 0.978 6.23 y = 0.820x + 22.08 0.983 5.10
PBE
Average

y = 0.886x + 9.818 0.993 3.59 y = 0.826x + 14.126 0.998 1.94

mpw91-a-Average y = 1.000x − 3.608 0.993 3.66 y = 0.915x + 3.670 0.995 2.67
mpw91-b1-Average y = 1.115x + 3.462 0.992 3.85 y = 1.082x + 6.120 0.987 2.81

Fig. 7. 13CDMSO-d6 and 13CPBE-1 linear correlation (13CDMSO-d6 = 0.813 13CPBE-1 + 16.21), and (b) 1HDMSO-d6 and 1H PBE-1linear correlation (1HDMSO-d6 = 0.761 1HPBE-1 + 0.853).
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we could consider that each MD simulations system is a replica, so we
perform 4 replicas for this study. The values of the dihedral angles for
each H6EB structure were calculated. Additionally, we calculate the fre-
quency distributions of the values of the dihedral angles for structure
considering arm-1, arm-2 and arm-3 of structure-2, structure-3,
structure-4 and structure-5 respectively (see Figs. S4–S7 in SI). The fre-
quency distribution of values of dihedral angles in H6EB structures
Table 9
Calculated and experimental 1H δ linear correlation results (statistical data).

Name 1H2,3A,3B,8,9,10,6OH,7OH, NH

Linear correlation R2

PBE-1 y = 1.093x − 1.279 0.913
mPW91-1a y = 1.150x − 0.995 0.798
mPW91-1b y = 1.329x − 0.685 0.643
mPW91-1b1 y = 1.325x − 0.659 0.643
PBE-2 y = 0.958x + 0.457 0.412
mPW91-2a y = 0.944x + 0.807 0.337
mPW91-2b y = 0.807x + 2.641 0.197
mPW91-2b1 y = 0.810x + 2.624 0.198
PBE-3 y = 0.664x + 2.572 0.406
PBE-4 Y = 0.825x + 2.279 0.678
PBE-5 y = 0.201x + 6.117 0.032
PBE average y = 1.496x − 2.738 0.844
mpw91-a-Average y = 1.258x − 1.551 0.661
mpw91-b1-Average y = 1.244x − 0.006 0.454
exhibited a concentration of entries between −60 and 60° for all
catecholamide arms, driving to structure-1 and structure-2 and
structure-5 (see Table 2) as the predominant H6EB structures. There-
fore, is expected that the dihedral angles influence the properties of
siderophores and their analogs like it is reported by Vonlanthen D.
et al. [35] for a study of molecular conductance in a series of eight
biphenyldithiols with fixed dihedral angles.
1H2,3B,8,9,10

S.D. Linear correlation R2 S.D.

0.77 y = 0.761x + 0.853 1.000 0.028
1.17 y = 0.808x + 0.768 0.980 0.22
1.56 y = 0.848x + 1.248 0.995 0.11
1.56 y = 0.848x + 1.253 0.995 0.11
2.01 y = 0.727x + 1.235 0.961 0.78
2.13 y = 0.709x + 1.355 0.969 0.27
2.34 y = 0.776x + 1.613 0.984 0.19
2.34 y = 0.776x + 1.615 0.984 0.20
2.02 y = 1.529x − 2.901 0.842 0.61
1.49 y = 0.744x + 2.273 0.724 0.81
2.57 y = 0.663x + 2.34 0.884 0.52
1.03 y = 0.910x + 0.560 1.000 0.03
1.52 y = 0.757x + 1.064 0.978 0.23
1.94 y = 0.815x + 1.412 0.995 0.11

Image of Fig. 7


Fig. 8. Electrostatic potential maps from total SCF density of structure 1 (a), structure-2, structure-3, structure-4 and structure-5 in range + 6.042E−2 and −6.042E−2 eV (a–e), and in
range − 6.0E−2 and −6.042E−2 eV (f).
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4.3. H6EB IR Spectra

We utilized high-quality experimental H6EB IR obtained at 50000
scans in order carry-out linear correlation with calculated results, ex-
perimental H6EB IR at different scans (from 1000 to 50000) is shown
in Fig. S9 in SI. We used the average between PBE-1, PBE-2, PBE-3.
PBE-4, PBE-5 (PBE xc-functional, QZVP basis set and ultrafine grid) to
obtain more information about the H6EB-IR bands within all MID-IR re-
gions (see Figs. 9–12, Tables 10, 11 and 12). Indeed, the assignation of
these bands is easier to obtain with computational support for most of
the functional groups; for example, the broad band localized at
3420 cm−1 often attributed to the overlap between OH and NH [36].
In our calculation, however, the IR spectra clearly shows that this
broad band belongs to the overlap of three OH stretching modes,

Image of Fig. 8


Fig. 9. Experimental and PBE-1-5 and PBE-average H6EB-IR spectra within the range of
4000–2000 cm−1.

Fig. 11. Experimental and PBE-1-5 and PBE-average H6EB-IR spectra within the range of
1000–500 cm−1.
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which are NH stretching bands located at higher frequencies, showing
three discerniblemedium-sharp bands, each belongs to individual cate-
chol amide arm.

Two others OH stretching bands seen at 3775.04 and 3814.13 cm−1,
are identified in the experimental IR spectrum to the bands at 3741.04
and 3811.75 cm−1, respectively (detailed animated vibrations in SI).
Note that such bands are strongly influenced by the formation of hydro-
gen bonds from the interaction with solvents. Some shifts of N-H IR
bands can be a result of the proton transfer to the neighboring oxygen
like was reported by Ushakumari et al. [37].

Below 3100 cm−1, it is possible to observe several bands that corre-
spond to asymmetric and symmetric stretching modes of C\\H (from
methyl group). The most typical are those localized at 2852.25,
2929.15 and 2965.93 cm−1 in the experimental IR of alkane groups.

Generally, in our calculations all theoretical peaks in this region
show a good linear agreement with the experimental frequencies (see
Fig. 10. Experimental and PBE-1-5 and PBE-average H6EB-IR spectra within the range of
2000–1000 cm−1.
Fig. 13), with a slope and correlation factor of 1.081 and 0.980, respec-
tively, and SD of 49.85 cm−1 (see Table 13). Similar differences were re-
ported in an experimental study of themolecular structure of DL-serine
using low-temperature IR spectroscopy by E. V. Korolik et al [38]. Our
results prove that the similarity of the calculation frequency with the
experimental results enables the correct assignment of experimental
bands in this region.

At higher frequencies, such as those at 3039.91, 3079.62 and
3160.80 cm−1, the bands shift to higher frequencies in the theoretical
spectra, as shown in Table 10. All these bands correspond to asymmetric
and symmetric stretching of C3\\H, C3′\\H, C3″\\HandC2\\H, C2′\\H,
C2″\\H, the number of bands are a result of the asymmetry in the crown
ester of H6EB. Yi Li et al. [16] reported, and it is generally well known,
that shifted C\\H bands result from ignoring the Fermi resonance in
Fig. 12. Experimental and average PBE H6EB-IR spectra within the range of
4000–2000 cm−1.
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Table 10
Experimental and calculated IR spectra of H6EB within the range of 2000–4000 cm−1.

Band assignment PBE-1 PBE-2 PBE-3 PBE-4 PBE-5 PBE -Average
in cm−1

Exp IR in
cm−1

O\\H 2884.78 2974.45 2880.91 2720.76
C2\\H 3097.67

2973.56

2852.25

2973.37a

C2\\H, C3\\H 3112.49 2929.15
C2\\H, C3\\H 3131.56 2965.93
C2\\H, C3\\H 3138.92 3039.91
C2\\H, C3\\H 3079.62
C2\\H, C3\\H 3145.4

3160.8
3131.98
3190.42

3163.11 3133.07
3142.71
3212.27

3162.68 3161.60 3151.93

O\\H 3243.64 3232.10 3222.36
3248.04
3265.11

3245.17
3192.41
3230.32
3241.84

3221.52 3245.97

O\\H 3373.86 3371.26 3383.49a

O\\H 3419.78 3526.23
3558.65

3554.9 3420.68
3522.30

3556.42a

N\\H 3612.25
3638.72

3610.51 3611.72
3624.14

3604.28
3619.28a3636.55 3617.6

3635.95
N\\H 3662.34 3668.38 3699.12 3683.27 3681.9 3676.18

3704.36
3690.27 3663.29

3684.22
3705.17

3684.28a

O\\H 3775.04 3702.55 3747.59 3741.33
O\\H 3814.13 3812.44 3812.10 3846.15 3812.18

3846.20
3811.75

a Average.

Table 11
Experimental and calculated IR spectra of H6EB within the range of 1000–2000 cm−1.

Band assignment PBE-1 PBE-2 PBE-3 PBE-4 PBE-5 PBE- Average in cm−1 Exp H6EB in cm−1

C\\OH, C\\H 1040.44 1008.47
1038.43

1039.42 1032.11 1031.77 1072.309

C\\OH, C2\\H, C3\\H 1123.23 1118.15
1130.14

1127.45 1113.36
1137.61

1124.99 1134.169

C\\OH 1169.83 1181.15a 1170.45 1166.24 1166.15 1166.64
1198.15

1174.80 1176.59
C2\\H, C3\\H, N\\H, C\\OH 1175.39
C\\OH, Car\\-H 1198.24
Car\\H 1213.74 1224.43a 1212.26

1230.13
1239.97
1269.17

1235.19 1236.78
δar\\H, C\\OH 1235.12
C2\\H in the plane deformation 1266.91 1272.79a 1256.69 1242.93 1253.31 1256.43 1264.99
C_C 1278.67
N\\H, OH, Car\\H, 1303.45 1332.90a 1302.42

1344.11
1382.11

1328.26
1380.29

1303.32
1330.84
1348.08

1309.74
1339.82

1336.54 1343.36
C=C, N\\H, OH, Car\\H, 1345.16
N\\H, C2\\H, C_C 1350.09
N\\H, C2\\H, C3\\H 1373.26 1396.55a 1400.92

1430.53
1428.62 1377.47

1395.05
1410.68
1426.77

1393.48
1406.58
1418.93

1407.78 1390.18
C2\\H 1390.35
C2\\H, C_C 1403.57
C_C, C\\N N\\C2 1418.64
C_C, N\\C2 1461.47 1476.91a 1460.57

1492.62
1477.33 1447.68 1455.51 1468.44 1461.42

C_C 1492.35
C3\\H 1511.18 1545.67a 1514.29

1532.20
1558.20

1533.55
1572.13

1538.71
1562.95

1540.78 1544.28 1538.35
C3\\H 1519.6
C3\\H 1532.01
C_C 1566.14
C_C 1569.5
C_C 1575.63
C_C 1582.44 1590.68a 1580.49

1600.83
1564.81
1598.96

1587.15 1588.92
C_C 1590.19
C_C 1599.4
N\\(C_O\\(amide) 1632.96 1642.31a 1620.53

1656.25
1637.24
1693.29

1628.96
1641.57
1697.66

1644.46
1657.63

1651.99 1644.31
N\\(C_=O)\\- (amide) 1651.65

N\\(C_O)\\(amide) 1715.51 1741.25a 1710.20
1750.88

1721.22
1774.10

1771.43 1714.81
1756.98

1742.61 1750.26
N\\(C_O)\\(amide) 1734.41
N\\(C_O)\\(amide) 1763.2
C\\(C_O)\\(ester) 1818.12 1825.19a 1834.18 1841.34

1852.19
1821.20
1837.98

1805.53
1821.01

1829.83 1817.34 1836.71a

C\\(C_O)\\(ester) 1823.5 1835.11
C\\(C_O)\\(ester) 1833.94 1857.68

a Average
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Table 12
Experimental and calculated IR spectra of H6EB within the range of 500–1000 cm−1.

Band Assignment PBE-1 PBE-2 PBE-3 PBE-4 PBE-5 PBE-Average in cm−1 Exp H6EB in cm−1

OH 508.04 514.69
C\\H 516.3 518.9

524.18
530.5
540.52 531.92
549.83 518.24 532.08 538.95

C_C, O\\H, N\\H 560.56 536.81 577.65 528.36 519.837 535.5 526.11a

N\\H and O\\H 564.56
Car\\H,C_C 588.811 593.99 576.93 586.4 590.46 594.45

594.85 600.12
Car\\H,C_C 599.164

611.14 635.44 664.31 640.19 613.08 635.02 646.25 612.04 642.30a

619.94 662.27 637.17 658.78 641.8
636.3 669.99 652.46

N\\H and C\\H 652.433 662.9
657.42

N\\H, Car\\H,\\O\\C_O 686.05 695.61 712.51 686.19 693.97 688.18 695.29 688.92
N\\H,O\\H 705.18
N\\H 754.06 754.06 754.06 740.02 746.34a

752.66
N\\H, O\\H, C\\H 776.91 793.27 822.72 805.36 782.51 796.41 800.68 797.91
N\\H, O\\H 792 803.81
Car\\H, N\\H, O\\H 810.9
δCar\\H,N\\H, O\\H 858.273 858.273 878.23 839.38 822.45 848.94 845.56

846.37

Car\\H,C2\\H,C3\\H 873.432 895.47 908.36 890.99 893.89 895.66 898.78 888.61
908.33

N\\H,C2\\H,C3\\H 917.499

δC2\\H, C\\N 946.337 980.66 924.51 973.34 941.71 980.04 992.16
1008.47 1041.27 990.32

C\\N,O\\H 1014.99

a Average.
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the calculations. This can be viewed only for C\\H fundamental and
overtone vibrations, causing a split and shift in the intensity of peaks
with similar energies and identical symmetries. Table 10 shows the IR
band assignment for the experimental result based on the calculated
IR spectrum for the region between 4000 and 2000 cm−1.

Fig. 14 depicts the comparison of the PBE-Average and the experi-
mental IR spectra of H6EB in the region between 2000 and 1000 cm−1.
Fig. 13. νsolid and ν PBE Linear correlation of experimental and average PBEH6EB-IR spectra
(νsolid = 1.081νcal − 288.49).
In their H6EB-IR report published in 1983 [6], N. Raymond et al assigned
the band localized at 1740 cm−1 the crown ester and the amide group
based on the research of A. Hidalgo, H. Wilson and P. Wieklund
[39–41] reported in 1960, 1974 and 1976, respectively, which used as
aid the IR spectra of some carboxylic acid derivatives. As previously re-
ported, the frequency of ester IR bands changes when it is forming a
crown ester as in H6EB, as it is in an open chain. In the study of carbonyls
published in 2008 by J.Workman et al [43] reported that amore electro-
negative substituent will increase the carbonyl carbon oxygen stretch
frequency by up to 100 cm−1 above the 1715 cm−1 nominal frequency.
This was also confirmed in studies of some IR spectra of carboxylic acid
derivatives and alpha-Angelica lactones, in which carbonyl stretching
bands were localized at 1770 and 1818 cm−1 [42,44]. In the calculated
IR spectra, this band can be seen at 1829.83 cm−1 with components at
1818.12, 1823.50 and 1833.94 cm−1, which are similar to its experi-
mental counterparts in the weak bands observed at 1817.34, 1835.11
and 1857.68 cm−1 (see Table 11). The experimental bands located at
1750.26, 1644.31 and 1588.92 cm−1 correspond exclusively to amide
I, amide II and νC_C stretching mode, respectively. The bands at
1538.35 cm−1 and 1461.42 cm−1 belong to the overlaps of the C_C
Table 13
Calculated and experimental IR PBE-average linear correlation results (statistical data).

Region IR PBE-average

Linear correlation R2 S.D.

4000–2000 y = 1.081x − 288.49 0.980 49.85
2000–1000 y = 0.976x + 38.06 0.997 12.83
1000–500 y = 1.017x − 15.69 0.998 7.13

Image of Fig. 13


Fig. 14. Experimental and average PBE H6EB-IR spectra within the range of
2000–1000 cm−1.

Fig. 16. Experimental and average PBE H6EB-IR spectra within the range of 1000–500 cm−1.
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stretch and C\\H bend and the C_C and C\\N stretch (detailed ani-
mated vibrations in SI).

The next IR region (1420–1000 cm−1) corresponds to the overlap
between the stretching and bending regions, this overlap is reflected
in the difficulty in their assignments. Here, the first bond named in
each band corresponds to the largest vector contribution; thus,
1390.18, 1343.36, 1264.99, 1264.99, 1236.78 and 1776.59 cm−1 corre-
spond to C_C, C\\N stretching vibration, C2\\H in the plane deforma-
tion, C\\O and C\\O stretching from catechol, which agrees with the
findings of N. Raymond et al. [6]. The last two bands we have designed
both have ν C\\O + δ O\\H.

Fig. 15 shows a linear correlation of the experimental and calculated
H6EB-IR spectra. All theoretical bands placed within this range
(2000–1000 cm−1) show a good linear correlationwith the experimen-
tal frequencies (see Fig. 14), with a slope and a correlation factor (R2) of
0.976 and 0.997, respectively, with an SD of 12.83 cm−1 (see Table 13).
Table 11 summarizes the contribution of each band named here.
Fig. 15. νsolid and ν PBE linear correlation (νsolid= 0.976ν PBE + 38.06) of the experimental
and calculated H6EB-IR spectra.
Fig. 16 depicts the H6EB IR spectra in the range between 500 and
1000 cm−1, which shows sixteen bands whose quantities are similar
to the experimental spectrum; however, as reported by E. V. Korolik
et al. [38], the bands in this region (specific to the bending modes) are
prone to splitting and shifting when the temperature decreases, so
their assignment is very difficult. We have grouped both theoretical
and experimental bands to obtain eleven representative bands that cor-
respond sequentially to C\\C; N\\H; Car\\H; N\\H; N\\H with\\O\\
(C_O)- contribution; N\\H; O\\H; O\\H; C\\N; Car-Hwith N\\H con-
tribution and C\\N. Table 11 displays the assignments of the bands ob-
served in this region. The average of both the experimental and
theoretical bands placed in this range (1000–500 cm−1) shows a good
linear correlation with the experimental frequencies (see Fig. 16),
Fig. 17. νsolid and ν PBE linear correlation (νsolid = 1.017νcal − 15.69) of the experimental
and average PBE H6EB-IR spectra.

Image of Fig. 14
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Fig. 18. MALDI-TOF MS spectra of [FeH3Enterobactin]0 (FeH3EB).
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with a slope and a correlation factor (R2) of 1.017 and 0.998, respec-
tively, with an SD of 7.13 cm−1 (see Fig. 17). The data here obtained, al-
lows also to localize the N\\H and O\\H fingerprint regions
(1500–400 cm−1) and although it is complicated by the large number
of different vibrational modes that occur here, and under the conditions
in which the theoretical IR were performed (gas phase, low tempera-
ture), we can “highlight” that the calculated N\\H and O\\H finger
prints at 1396.55, 1181.15, 895.47, 754.06 and 652.43 cm−1 corre-
sponds exclusively to N\\H, while 1332.90, 980.66, 793.27, 695.61 and
562.56 overlapped with OH bands and 1224.43, 1126.23, 1040.44,
858.27 cm−1 for OH bands, match with those reported for L-D serine
and catechol group bands [16,6], see video SI. Experimental and calcu-
lated FeH3EB IRwas also performed ofmanner to support the suitability
of this study. Figures from S10 to S12 in SI revel similitude between
H6EB and FeEB IR spectrums for both experimental and calculated. IR
theoretical study of FeEnterobactin, with Fe, linked to different donor
groups will be published elsewhere. FeEnterobactin (FeH3EB) was pur-
chased in Genaxxon Bioscience Gmbh and themeasurement conditions
for IR and MALDI-TOF-MS were similar to H6EB.The utility of the IR cal-
culation at solvent-free is that this offers an almost accurate correlation
with experimental IR spectra which also is obtained using solvent-free
environment, this allows predict the reactivity of H6EB with chemical
reagent in gas phase at room temperature by advanced processes of
functionalization as those based on vapour phase metalation (VPM)
process at room temperature.

4.4. FeH3EB MALDI-TOF MS Spectra Analysis

Work in progress of the FeH3EB compound shows (see spectrum
displayed in Fig. 18) a good agreement for the most abundant isotope
localized at 723.062 m/z, with a calculated value of 723.414 m/z for
[FeH3EB + H]+, this allows iron to be designed in the triprotonated sa-
licylate conformation (Fe linked at C4,4′,4″ and C6,6′,6″) rather than in
the six-unprotonated catecholate conformation, with a calculated
value of 719.382m/z (Fe linked at C7,7′,7″ and C6,6′,6″), which is com-
mon in the liquid state. Similar catechols are linked to Fe, and a novel
form of fragmenting is observed at 432.697 m/z, with a calculated
value of 433.188 m/z; this is designated here as [FeEB-C10H12O7N3],
which considers the loss of the crown ester skeleton with the amide
group, forcing Fe to move to C7–C6 rather than the C4–C6 position
and changing its preference to the catecholate conformation. At
622.067 m/z, the existence of the same fragment mixture as HCCA can
be confirmed, designated here as [FeEB-C10H12O7N3 + HCCA], with a
calculated value of 622.328 m/z. The expected cleavage is also seen at
587.825 m/z and 804.141 m/z with the loss of catechol and catechol +
carbonyls groups, with calculated values of 587.301 and 804.492 m/z
for [FeH3EB-C7H5O3] and [FeH3EB-C6H5O2], respectively. Details in
Fig. S13 in SI.
5. Conclusions

MALDI-TOF MS spectra reveal a marked difference in the reactivity
of H6EB when matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-time is
used. Specifically, we emphasize the fragmentation change when
H6EB is linked to iron, passing the incision selectivity since the amide
group in H6EB to C4 and C5 in FeH3EB. This is rational considering that
FeH3EB contains Fe coordinated to O4,4′,4″ and O6,6′,6″. The results
show significant differences between the O\\H and N\\H bands, and
the C_O amide and O-(C_O) IR bands which are often on top of each
other. The NMR DFT calculations reported here show a strong depen-
dence of the exchange-correlation functional, basis set, grid and the
dihedral angles considered in H6EB structure. Thus, the good agree-
ment between both IR and NMR spectra for the xc LC-PBE functional
with QZVP basis set using ultrafine grid of both H6EB structure-1 and
average with the experimental results compared with the others DFT
methods (mPW91/QZVP and mPW91/6-31G(d)) here utilized, in
spite of the absence of solvent, our results allowed to consider that
the calculated IR spectra and 1H and 13C chemical shifts form a
reliable standard set for the spectroscopic characterization of
Enterobactin systems.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.saa.2018.02.060.
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